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Processes that are analogous to the neural process of recurrent lateral inhibition can be found in optical
systems that consist of a shift-invariant system and a Fabry-Perot cavity. The properties of the optical
recurrent system are derived and demonstrated by computer simulation. The simulation shows that
optical lateral inhibition can be used to enhance the outline of an amplitude object and to make phase-only
objects directly detectable and visible. The optical recurrent system is compared with frequency-plane
spatial filtering. Requirements and practical limitations for the design of an optical recurrent system are
also discussed.
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Introduction

Lateral inhibition is an interaction between neurons
in which the excitement of one neuron inhibits the
excitability of neighboring neurons. These phenom-
ena were originally observed in the retina of the
horseshoe crab. Hartline, Ratliff, and Miller have
developed a mathematical model in which inhibition
is treated as a linear shift-invariant system." 2 The
response r(x) of a neuron at position x is composed of
the stimulus s (x) of the neuron and the inhibition i(x)
supplied by all neurons. This response is expressed
as

r(x) = s(x) - i(x). (1)

There are two types of lateral inhibition: (1) nonre-
current, in which the inhibition term depends explic-
itly on the stimulus, and (2) recurrent, in which the
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inhibition term depends on the response.
current system is described as

The nonre-

r(x) = s(x) - k(x - x')s(x')dx', (2)

and the recurrent system is described as

r(x) = s(x) - k(x - x')r(x')dx'. (3)

The contribution to inhibition from a neuron at
position x' on the neuron at position x is controlled by
theweightingfunctionk(x - x'). Equation(3) shows
that lateral inhibition is modeled as a recursive
feedback process; that is, the response is calculated
iteratively through feedback from all neurons.

Within the limits of the Fresnel approximation the
propagation of waves in free space can also be de-
scribed by a linear shift-invariant model.3 And since
this model applies to a large number of practical
optical systems and since a Fabry-Perot cavity (FPC)
can provide recursive feedback, an optical analog that
displays lateral inhibition seems quite likely. In this
paper I show how lateral inhibition arises naturally
from the properties of coherent wave propagation,
and I show specific ways in which an FPC can be
incorporated into coherent optical processors.
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Identification of Recurrent Lateral Inhibition in an
Optical System
Lateral inhibition can be demonstrated for free-space
propagation between input Plane P1 and output plane
P2 [Fig. 1(a)]. The Fabry-Perot cavity consists of a
thin slab of homogeneous media of refractive index n
contained between planes (or interfaces) I, and I2.

The scalar diffraction of light distribution u1(x, y)
on P1 into u2(x, y) on P2 is most generally described by
the angular spectrum of wave formulation. From
this model the source distribution is viewed as a
linear combination of plane waves of amplitude
U1( fix, fy) propagating with direction cosines (a, , ).
The direction cosines are related to the spatial fre-
quency as (a, , y) = [fx, Xfy, (1 - 2

-
2)l/2], where

X is the vacuum wavelength. The transmission of
the FPC depends on the angle that each plane wave
makes with the cavity. The attenuation of the wave
amplitude is caused by multiple-beam interference
and is determined by the distance 2y traveled
between the interfaces, the intensity trasmission
coefficient T, and the intensity reflection coefficient R
of the FPC. If there is no absorption within the
FPC, then R + T = 1.

The transfer function for a plane wave with direc-
tion cosines (a, , y) propagating in the Z direction
from plane P1 to a plane located at z is3

H( Go fy) = exp(j2Trzy/X). (4)

The transmission function of an FPC for a plane wave
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with direction cosines (at, , y) iS4

T( fix, fy) = T/[1 - R exp(j4rnAy/X)]. (5)

For the Fourier component (fx, fy) on P 2, its ampli-
tude U2(fx, fy) is

U2( fy) = H12 ( f. fy)T(f f )U1 ( f fr) (6)

where H12( fx, fy) is the transfer function of free space
from P1 to P 2. In Eq. (6) the value of z in H1 2( fy) is
equal to [D + (n - 1)A] rather than D because of the
delay difference in the cavity. The inverse Fourier
transform of this result is

u2 (x, y) = h12 (x, y) * t(x, y) * 1(X, A (7)

where * indicates the convolution operator.
The transfer function of a one-dimensional biologi-

cal recurrent system at steady state can be described
mathematically as5

H'( f.) = R( fx)/S( fx) = 1/[1 + K( fx)], (8)

where the capitalized variables in Eq. (8) are the
Fourier transforms of the variables in Eq. (3).

Equation (5) for the FPC has the same form as Eq.
(8) for recurrent lateral inhibition except for the
constant scale factor T. Thus Eq. (7) indicates that
the total response at P2 contains lateral inhibition
convolved with the impulse response function h12(x, y).

Quite often, the field distribution is of limited
angular extent. For this range the Fresnel approxi-
mation y 1 - ( 2 + 2 )/2 applies, in which case R
and T of the FPC interfaces can reasonably be
considered as constants. If we place lenses of focal
lengths equal to [D + (n - 1)A] at P 2 and P 4 to form a
4-F system [Fig. 1(b)], h12(x, y) can be canceled to yield
the purely recurrent process. This is done so that
the frequency-domain or focal-plane response
U1(fx f)T( fx, fy) is observed at the plane P3 and the
lateral inhibition u(x, y) * t(x, y) is observed at plane
P5. The transfer function at P3 is then

T( . f) = T(r/F) = T/{1 - R exp[j+(r/F)],

where r2
= x

2
+ y

2
f = x/(XF), and fy = y/(XF).

phase factor in Eq. (9) is

(9)

The

+(r/F) = 2rrm[1 - (r/F)2 /2],

0
d A

1--I F F F F

(b)
Fig. 1. (a) Geometry for optical coherent propagation in free
space. The Fabry-Perot cavity with interfaces I and 2 is be-
tween P1 and P2. (b) A basic optical recurrent system.

where m = 2nA/X, which is a measure of the number
of wavelengths in a round trip of the cavity.

Design Considerations
The system response for practical implementations of
Fig. 1(b) are band limited by apertures within the
system. Usually the aperture that limits the high-
frequency components is on P3. For this aperture of
radius rax the maximal spatial frequency fmx equals
rm,,/(XF). We find it convenient to define the amount
of runout of the phase factor in terms of a number N,
where Na = [(0) - +(fm ax)]. From Eq. (10) we
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then find

rm/F = (N,,/m)'/ 2. (11)

Equation (11) reflects the relations between the cav-
ity tructure, the talon phase, and the maximal
spatial frequency.

From Eqs. (9) and (10) we can see that talon
transmittance T(r/F) has a minimum at r = 0 for
m = M + 1/2, where M is an integer, and that
transmittance is comparatively enhanced for increas-
ing r. This of course enhances high frequencies at
P3 and improves resolution at P5 .3

Equation (5) is the result of the summation of an
infinite number of reflected plane waves. It is ob-
tained under two implicit assumptions: light is of
infinite coherence length, and the FPC is of infinite
lateral extent. In order to account for these non-
ideal limitations in real optical systems, we need to let
N, the maximum number of wave round trips within
the FPC, satisfy the approximation RN+1 0. N is
the integer ratio of the optical wave's coherence
length to 2nA. This condition can be met as long as
the aperture of the FPC AFPC meets the condition

AFPC > Ai + 2d tan 0 + 2(2N + 1)

x A sin 0/(n2 - sin2 0)1/2,
(12)

where Ai denotes the aperture on the input plane P1
and tan 0 = r/F. These requirements obtain for
an FPC positioned anywhere between P1 and the lens
at P2. Moving the FPC closer to the input plane
(decreasing d) permits the smallest aperture for the
FPC.

Lateral inhibition is maximized if we increase the
refractive index of the single-slab FPC. However,
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the amplitude-only object (arbitrary units)
and the phase-only object (unit is ir/10) used in the simulations.
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Fig. 3. Intensity distribution (arbitrary units) of the response of
T(r/F) to the amplitude-only test input for R = 0.64 and N = 1.

we can also use multiple-layer cavity structure to
achieve the same effect. As we see from Eq. (11),
there are many physical variables that can be con-
trolled to vary the degree of lateral inhibition.
These include aperture diameter rma, cavity length A,
X, and n, and they suggest many properties currently
studied for spatial light modulation that can be used
to control the degree of lateral inhibition.p4;0

Computer Simulation
We see the effect of lateral inhibition on two coherent
input images with specific 6talon transmittance T(r/F)
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Fig. 4. Intensity distribution (arbitrary units) of the response of
T(r/F) to the phase-only test input for R = 0.64 and N = 1.
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Table 1. Edge Enhancement by Optical Lateral Inhibition

Contrast for Contrast for
Amplitude-Only Input Phase-Only Input

R C(R) C(R)/C(O) C(R)
0 0.44 1 0
0.046 0.4526 1.0286 0.0148
0.27 0.5105 1.1602 0.1011
0.64 0.5945 1.3511 0.3245
0.87 0.6098 1.3859 0.5982

under the following conditions: m = M + 1/2 (M is
an arbitrary integer), N, = 1, and R = 0.64. One
test input is an amplitude-only object and the other is
a phase-only object; except for a scale factor, these are
functionally identical (Fig. 2). For simulation with
the fast Fourier transform I modeled each step with
25 sample points except for the central plateau, which
has 50 points, and the total data file has 1024 points.
The output intensity distributions are shown in Figs.
3 and 4. Figure 3 shows enhancement in the inten-
sity at each discontinuity, and Fig. 4 shows an even
more dramatic change for phase discontinuities that
are not even visible in the input plane. From the
viewpoint of visual perception, edges are the most
important parts of an image. Therefore this new
approach to spatial filtering also demonstrates the
lateral inhibition of coherent images.

The enhancement of edge contrast with various
values of R are presented in Table 1. Contrast C(R)
is defined as the ratio of the peak intensity change at
the first step position to the peak intensity of the
background. For R equal to zero there is no inhibi-
tion, which gives contrast identical to the input
images. These results show that increasing R in-
creases the edge contrast for both amplitude and
phase images.

Discussion and Conclusions
I note three physical differences between a biological
recurrent system and an optical recurrent system.
First, in the biological recurrent system both the
inhibition function and its Fourier transform are
amplitude-only functions (a Gaussian or the differ-
ence of two Gaussians in the Ratliff et al. model),5

while in the optical recurrent system the inhibition
function and its Fourier transform are phase-only
functions (i.e., spherical waves). Second, in the bio-

logical recurrent system, signals are transported as
impulses along nerve fibers, while in the optical
recurrent system, signals are transported as spherical
waves in free space. Third, in the biological recur-
rent system, negative feedback is provided by trans-
verse interconnections among the nerve fibers, while
in the optical recurrent system, negative feedback is
provided by the two interfaces of the FPC. Although
these two recurrent systems have three physical
differences, they perform essentially identical func-
tions.

In comparison with spatial filtering at the fre-
quency plane, optical lateral inhibition is much less
sensitive to positioning error. Spatial filters (i.e.,
those placed at the focal point of the object plane) are
known to be sensitive to lateral offsets.6 Optical
lateral inhibition uses the spatial recombination of a
series of time-delayed coherent waves that are self-
referenced to the surfaces of the cavity. Thus unlike
traditional spatial filters, optical lateral inhibition is
insensitive to positioning errors.

I have shown that processes analogous to lateral
inhibition naturally arise when a coherent image is
passed through an optical system that contains a
Fabry-Perot cavity. As with traditional spatial fil-
ters, it can be used to enhance image contrast includ-
ing that of phase-only objects, and it can be used for
optical simulation of the early visual function.
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